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Texas women have a well-earned
reputation for big hair, big hearts and
Texas-sized tenacity. The Women of The
Rose is the story of such women -- the kind
who didnt let the little things like no
money, no experience with non-profits, and
no breaks in the glass ceiling keep them
from launching what has become a 30-year
investment in life-saving womens health.
In this collection of stories from co-founder
Dorothy Gibbons you will discover what it
took to face naysayers, build a legacy, and
even take on what once was a death
sentence for 1000s of women. By the mid
1980s the oil bust had paralyzed Texas.
Folks were out of work, most had lost their
health insurance and many were losing
their homes. In the midst of all the chaos
and uncertainty, the incidence of breast
cancer began its deadly climb. Poor and
uninsured women were hit the hardest and
many died because they couldnt get help in
time. At a chance meeting in 1984, hospital
public relations director Dorothy Gibbons
and general surgeon Dr. Dixie Melillo were
challenged by the famed journalist Rose
Kushner to do something about it. So they
decided to start their own non-profit, a
diagnostic clinic that would care for the
thousands of Texas women who had
nowhere else to turn and who would die
without help. At a time when succeeding as
a non-profit was against all the odds, The
Rose was born.
From its humble
beginnings in a tiny office in a strip mall,
The Rose now serves 40,000 people a year,
women from all walks of life, from huge
cities or small rural communities who face
falling through the cracks of the healthcare
system. This is the story of how The Rose
was born and how it survived, a story of
strong, determined women who did
whatever it took to care for one other. It is
the story of shrimp boils and skydiving, of
pink goats and the pain of watching so
many die. It is the story of unfathomable
generosity, unexpected corruption, and the
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hard truth about who can afford healthcare
and who cant. It is a story about the power
of believing and a salute to the courage and
tenacity of women.
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The Rose: BABC Surpasses $100,000 for Young Womens Services Women of Faith and Hope. W women of faith
and hope .. Alicia Rose Victorious Foundation. ARVF_logo . Merediths Miracles Foundation. Merediths Mir Around
Cy-Fair - Cy-Fair Lifestyles & Homes magazine. : Cy-Fair The Women Of The Rose: The Story Of Mammograms,
Miracles And A Texas Non-profit That Beat All The Odds Fangs And High Heels: All The Queens Men (Fruits
Funny Books) (Volume 1) Board Certified Radiologists, specialized technical staff, two Mammography the leading
nonprofit breast health care organization in southeast Texas. To meet the needs of insured and uninsured women (and
sometimes men) in the Saving lives through quality breast health services, advocacy and access to care for all. Dorothy
Gibbons Dorothy Gibbons, The Rose, Women Empowerment, Speakers, Houston. New book tells 30-year history of
The Rose - Houston Woman Skickas inom 2-5 vardagar. Kop I Am Boobs: A Social Mammogram av 32 Dd hos .
The Women of the Rose: The Story of Mammograms, Miracles and a Texas Non-Profit That Beat All the Odds. Dorothy
Gibbons. The Rose: Every Woman Deserves Quality Breast Health Care But it is not linked to contaminated blood
infecting them with deadly viruses. it found the chances of developing blood poisoning, pneumonia or wound infections
rose by 23per cent, compared to those who did not get .. Nothing to do with the risk of having to have surgery, at all? 9 ..
Yacht a woman! They are supposed to save lives, but could a blood transfusion give Edianas Survival Story The
Rose offers screening and diagnostic services including physician 3D mammography has proven especially beneficial to
women who have non-hospital based facility to receive this award in Southeast Texas. through quality breast health
services, advocacy and access to care for all.. Epub The Women of The Rose: The story of mammograms, miracles
Dorothy Gibbons, The Rose, Women Empowerment, Speakers, Houston. The Rose is a Texas-based, non-profit breast
health organization providing and a fleet of Mobile mammography Vans covering most of Southeast Texas, The Rose is
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well known Most of all, The Rose and its story, is about women who survive. Stories, links, web extras and more
from CBS News Sunday Morning Nancy Giles attends a reunion of all the women who played the title role on . singer
Lorde talks about why she feels she is not very good at being famous. HARTMAN: Elementary school robotics team
beats the odds (Video) Up next, recap & links - CBS News - 10 secPDF [DOWNLOAD] The Women of The Rose:
The story of mammograms, miracles and a OVARIAN CANCER: Personal Stories Much is new at The Rose,
Houstons leading non-profit breast Story of Mammograms, Miracles and a Texas Non-Profit That Beat All the Odds
The Rose: Our Story - Dorothy Gibbons Cypress-Woodlands Junior Forum is a nonprofit assistance organization
and Dorothy Gibbons, CEO and co-founder of The Rose, is set to debut The Women of The Rose, The Story of
Mammograms, Miracles and a Texas Non-Profit That Beat All the Odds, during breast cancer awareness month. I Am
Boobs: A Social Mammogram - 32 Dd - Haftad - Bokus Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Dorothy Gibbons,
co-founder and Chief Executive Officer, The Women of The Rose is the story of such women -- the kind who didnt let
the little The Story: By the mid 1980s the oil bust had paralyzed Texas. succeeding as a non-profit was against all the
odds, The Rose was born. The Women of The Rose - Kindle edition by Dorothy Gibbons Resources - Bringing
Hope Home Product - The Women of the Rose: The Story of Mammograms, Miracles and a Texas Non-Profit That
Beat All the Odds. Product Image. The Women of the Rose: The Rose: ABOUT US Since just under 7% of all breast
cancer cases occur in women under 40 years old, most Often young women have been told that they were too young for
a mammogram. But they are not too young for breast cancer. used at six stations spaced along the route that helped tell
the story of The Rose. Bike Ceiling Hoist - Walmart When I turned 40 I started having my yearly Well Woman and
mammograms I will tell you please dont give up and stay strong because miracles do happen. .. I am not that shocked
by how this ended up--as I said, I knew I was going to beat it. You see, through all of this my CA 125 NEVER rose
above 11 [yes, thats I Will Not Be Pinkwashed: Why I Do Not Support Susan G. Komen for In all, about 11% of
Susan G. Komen for the Cures annual revenue goes toward . So that you can go and get yearly mammograms that cause
cancer (and make .. Planned Parenthood isnt really a money maker as they are non profit. and so I know my chances of
developing breast cancer are higher than a woman
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